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INFORMATION ON FIRE EXTINGUISHERSINFORMATION ON FIRE EXTINGUISHERS  

1.2  

The The water water extinguisher is used on extinguisher is used on 
ordinary combustible fire such asordinary combustible fire such as  
woods, paper, fabric, mattress andwoods, paper, fabric, mattress and  
some kind of plastics.some kind of plastics.    

Do not use on fire with inflammable Do not use on fire with inflammable 
liquids, live wireliquids, live wire  equipments and equipments and   
magnesium, lithium and other kind of magnesium, lithium and other kind of 
metal. Avoid from freezing.metal. Avoid from freezing.    

AFFFAFFF extinguisher is used on ordinary extinguisher is used on ordinary 
combustible fire fromcombustible fire from  class A and class A and   
inflammable liquids.inflammable liquids.  Select the type Select the type   
of moss regardingof moss regarding  if there’s substance if there’s substance 
of alcohol or notof alcohol or not  ..  

Do not use on fire with live wire Do not use on fire with live wire   
equipments. Magnesium lithium and equipments. Magnesium lithium and 
other kind of metal. Avoid from other kind of metal. Avoid from   
freezing.freezing.  

Water mist extinguisher is used on Water mist extinguisher is used on 
ordinary combustible fire such as ordinary combustible fire such as 
woods, paper, fabric, mattress and woods, paper, fabric, mattress and 
some kind of plastics live wire some kind of plastics live wire 
equipments.equipments.    

Do not use on fire with inflammable Do not use on fire with inflammable 
liquids and magnesium, lithium and liquids and magnesium, lithium and 
other kind of metal. Avoid from other kind of metal. Avoid from   
freezing.freezing.  

Dry chemical extinguisher is used on Dry chemical extinguisher is used on 
ordinary combustible fires from class ordinary combustible fires from class 
A, inflammable liquids and live wire A, inflammable liquids and live wire 
equipments. It’s the most used equipments. It’s the most used   
extinguishers. extinguishers.   

Do not use on fire that involve Do not use on fire that involve   
magnesium, lithium, chlorine and magnesium, lithium, chlorine and 
other kind of metal. other kind of metal. Look out !Look out !  Fire Fire 
extinguisher agent, whichextinguisher agent, which  means, means, 
risk of contaminationrisk of contamination..    

Carbon dioxide Carbon dioxide COCO2  2  extinguisher is extinguisher is 
used on inflammable liquids fire and used on inflammable liquids fire and 
on live wire equipments. This fire on live wire equipments. This fire 
extinguisher is used for specific extinguisher is used for specific 
equipments. Fire extinguisher agent equipments. Fire extinguisher agent 
made of compressed gas. made of compressed gas.   
High pressure cylinder.High pressure cylinder.    

Do not use on fire from class A aDo not use on fire from class A and on nd on 
fire that involve magnesium, lithium fire that involve magnesium, lithium 
and other kind of metal.and other kind of metal. 
Possibility that the fire revive itself 
when the gas is evaporate. 

Extinguisher with Extinguisher with BC standard BC standard 
powder and powder and Purple K Purple K are used on are used on   
inflammable liquids and on live wire inflammable liquids and on live wire 
equipments. The Purple K is more equipments. The Purple K is more 
powerful and is used on inflammable powerful and is used on inflammable 
liquid sheet.liquid sheet.    

Do not use on fire from class A and on Do not use on fire from class A and on 
fire that involve magnesium, lithium fire that involve magnesium, lithium 
and other kind of metal. This and other kind of metal. This 
extinguisher is not used often extinguisher is not used often 
nowadays.nowadays.    

Extinguisher of Extinguisher of class D class D is used on is used on 
metal fire. Pick the fire extinguisher metal fire. Pick the fire extinguisher 
agent according to the type of metal agent according to the type of metal 
whether it’s magnesium, lithium or whether it’s magnesium, lithium or 
any other kind of metal. This any other kind of metal. This 
extinguisher is used only on fire that extinguisher is used only on fire that 
represents specific risk.represents specific risk.   

Do not use this type of extinguisher on Do not use this type of extinguisher on 
anything else but specify. anything else but specify.   

Extinguisher to be used on Extinguisher to be used on 
commercial commercial kitchen firekitchen fire. For . For 
example, chip pan fire. The same fire example, chip pan fire. The same fire 
extinguisher agent than the one used extinguisher agent than the one used 
in automatic extinction system.in automatic extinction system.    

Do not use this type of extinguisher on Do not use this type of extinguisher on 
anything else but specify. anything else but specify.   
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